Abstract The study of causal influences on marked disorders of speech and language have been dominated by dichotomies and reductionist models. However, the emergent evidence of epigenetics forces us to acknowledge the complex mechanisms that underlie such conditions. The purpose of this article is to highlight future directions for studying the causal mechanisms that underlie children's speech and language disorders, with an emphasis on speech sound disorders and specific language impairment. In doing so, we will briefly highlight past methods of studying genetic effects on children's speech sound and language disorder profiles and propose the dynamic systems theory as a meaningful framework for studying the complex landscape of childhood speech-language development. This model challenges traditional dichotomies between genetic and environmental effects and between beneficial versus deleterious effects/factors.
Introduction
Genetics offers a delimited but critical window into understanding the complex causal mechanisms associated with developmental speech and language disorders. Some isolated cases aside, recent findings have highlighted that specific language impairment (SLI) and speech sound disorders (SSD) do not follow single-gene Mendelian modes of transmission or causality [1] [2] [3] . These disorders, like many speech and language disorders, are now thought to result from multiplex interactions across various genetic and environmental factors. Traditional models and approaches toward etiology have been challenged by recent discoveries in the realm of epigenetic effects. Broadly, epigenetics refers to the study of influences on gene expression independent of direct changes in genetic code. Two key epigenetic mechanisms that influence DNA expression are methylation of DNA and modification of surrounding histone proteins. As succinctly summarized by Rice [4•] , "The epigenome consists of chemical compounds that modify, or mark, the genome in a way that tells it what to do, where to do it, and when to do it. (p.1)" Such epigenetic processes govern cell differentiation, genetic imprinting, and X chromosome inactivation [5•, 6-8] . There is even evidence that some epigenetic markers are passed on to subsequent generations, broadening our concept of inheritance, and blurring traditional boundaries between genes and environments. In addition, epigenetics is likely to contribute to our understanding of the phenotypic variability associated with the same genotype, for example reduced penetrance, variable expressivity, and pleiotropy.
We are just beginning to understand how epigenetic processes contribute to differences in children's speech and language development; epigenetic processes have been implicated in cognitive development and developmental disorders such as autism, Fragile X, Angelman syndrome, and Rett syndrome [5•, 9, 10] . For example, in most cases, Rett syndrome is associated with a mutation in the gene encoding McCP2, a methyl-DNA-binding protein involved in the silencing of methylated genes. Although the role of epigenetic effects on disorders such as SLI and SSD are less clear, Rice [4•] highlights ways in which the developmental phenotype of SLI is consistent with epigenetic influences, particularly in regard to age-related changes. In addition, Rice [4•] notes that a number of candidate genes associated with SLI are regulatory in nature (e.g., FOXP2, KIAA0319) and highlights the potential role of environmental factors, such as hormones and nutrition.
To accommodate the complexity of epigenetic effects, authors are beginning to situate genetic work within broader frameworks, such as the developmental systems theory (DST; e.g., Jaeger et al. [11•] and Müller et al. [12•] ). DST acknowledges the arbitrary nature of genetic versus environmental boundaries and highlights the complex landscape of causal influences on child development. Specifically, DST stresses the point that cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and all other extra-organism levels of organization are fused in a fully coacting, mutually influential, and therefore dynamic system [13, p.10] . While different authors have underscored various tenets of DST [14, 15, 16•] , key to the present paper is the concept that any current intrinsic state is a product of earlier developmental/contextual processes; consequently, how we define/divide nature versus nurture depends on the window through which we are looking. For example, Rice [4•] highlights the role of hormones and nutrition as traditional environmental factors that may impact language development through epigenetic effects. More specifically, Zeisel [17] outlines a mechanism in mice by which maternal diet during pregnancy results in epigenetic changes within the offspring that have permanent effects on hippocampus development and consequently, memory. These examples highlight the point that genetic and environmental effects are inextricably intertwined. Current states are always shaped by past patterns of interaction within and across organisms.
Using the dynamic systems framework as a guide, we intend to highlight the contributions and limitations of key methodological approaches to the genetic bases of developmental speech and language disorders, with a particular focus on SLI and SSD. In addition, we highlight four priorities for future directions.
Contributions and Limitations of Various Approaches

Familial Aggregation Studies
Formal examination of the tendency for speech and language difficulties to be shared by family members gained momentum in the 1980s through familial aggregation studies. Familial aggregation design begins through identification of probands, which in this case would be children with speechlanguage impairment, and control children considered to have typical speech-language development. If the probands demonstrate a higher rate of speech and language impairment within family members than control children, results support the tendency of the speech and language impairment to run in families. A review of seven familial aggregation studies of primary language disorders by Stromswold [18] found that the family incidence of language impairment in probands consistently exceeded that of controls; specifically, the median proband incidence was 35 % across studies compared with 11 % in control families (p.304). Similar patterns have also been reported specifically related to SSD [19] . In addition to revealing a consistent trend for speech-language impairments to run in families, familial aggregation studies have generally ruled out patterns of classic Mendelian inheritance including x-linked transmission (see Hurst et al. [20] for a notable exception). As a result, familial aggregation studies have not been able to elucidate the mechanism through which speech and language impairments run in families, leaving open for debate the traditional distinctions between genetic versus environmental effects.
It is often assumed that disorders with complex inheritance patterns that cluster in a family must have a genetic contribution. While this is quite commonly the case, sometimes we can overestimate the genetic contribution, and sometimes there is not one. The role of common factors such as culture, diet, environmental exposure, or -most commonly -coincidence, with each familial aggregation must be assessed and considered. Ultimately, genetic contribution requires definitive proof with identified genes, loci, and alleles that are shared among affected individuals, and this can be a difficult task.
Complex diseases are often broken down into phenotypes that represent qualitative (aka discrete) and quantitative traits. Qualitative traits are those that are either present or absent. Quantitative traits are those that have some measurable attribute or can be present along a severity continuum. When related individuals are both affected by a trait, they are considered 'concordant'. Conversely, when they do not share a trait they are 'discordant'. Sometimes relatives can share a particular gene but still be discordant for the phenotypic disease trait. This commonly is the result of two individuals who do not share other factors that regulate that particular gene. The opposite can also occur, where two relatives share the same phenotypic trait but have vastly different genotypes in a multifactorial genetic disorder. So how do we parse apart the relative contributions of genes to complex diseases, and is it even possible?
Twin Studies and Behavioral Genetic Methods
Building upon familial aggregation designs, behavioral genetic methodologies promised a means to partition variance in a given trait, such as language skill, into genetic versus environmental effects based largely on predictable differences in genetic similarities across biological family members [21] . Using twin studies as a specific example, monozygotic (MZ) twins theoretically share 100 % of their nonsegregating genes, whereas dizygotic (DZ) twins share on average only 50 %.
Consequently, traits under partial genetic control should appear more similar in MZ than in DZ twins, and the extent to which zygosity can be used to predict similarity offers an estimate of genetic effects using intraclass correlations and model fitting procedures [22, 23] . Concordance rates provide an index of how many twin pairs share a diagnosis such as speech or language impairment. A review of twin studies conducted by Stromswold [24] found consistently higher concordance rates for language impairments in MZ than in DZ twins, including studies focused on SLI (see also Lewis et al. [19] , Plomin and Kovas [25] ). Across ten studies, Stromswold [24] reported a mean concordance rate of 80 % for MZ twins across studies, compared with a mean of 46 % for DZ twins (p.659). Of particular interest to the present paper, the concordance amongst MZ twins is rarely 100 %, a finding consistent with such phenomena as reduced penetrance and epigenetic effects. Despite the intuitive appeal of behavioral genetic methodologies and their contribution in highlighting the influence of genes on children's speech and language development, they offer little insight into the specific genetic mechanism underlying inheritance, and they impose a gene versus environment dichotomy that oversimplifies the inherent complexity of causal processes [13, 26] . In sum, "Familial aggregation studies, the analysis of twin concordance, and estimates of heritability do not specify which loci and alleles are involved, how many loci there are, or how a particular genotype and set of environmental influences interact to cause a disease or to determine the value of a particular physiological parameter. In most cases, all we can show is that there is a genetic contribution but little else" [27, pp. 158-159] .
However, epigenetic theories could explain the imperfect concordance rates. The integration of diverse environmental factors or stimuli, at any point in the brain's development, can alter the expression of genes, and result in different speech behaviors and traits in two genetically identical individuals. After all, speech and language disorders are today defined solely on the basis of atypical speech and language behaviors. Most of these differences typically develop over a period of time, and are not necessarily present at birth. Many disorders have a childhood onset between the ages of 2 and 6 years. "Epigenetic changes, including those that occur randomly during the highly complex process of brain development, could help explain the high discordance rates between monozygotic twins … as well as the striking differences in prevalence for … men versus women" [8, p. 65 ].
Molecular Approaches
Prior to the 1980s, gene-disease discoveries were very rare. Advancements made in the last 35 years have made the identification of genetic determinants for disease phenotypes a daily occurrence. Currently, several molecular approaches usually fall under the umbrellas of association, linkage, or copy number variation studies. However, there is no standard molecular procedure that leads to the discovery of causative genes. Clues are used to guide the method based on phenotypic parallels with other disorders of known etiology (animal, insect, or human), heritability estimates, transmission models, known protein product, and any information available regarding potential chromosomal location or properties. Thankfully, geneticists have put together a large resource of databases with human genome mapping, expression data, and sequence data readily available to guide the molecular approach appropriate for each individual disorder of interest.
Association studies are basically a case-control design that sometimes takes into account the entire human genome as in a genome-wide association study (GWAS), to compare affected individuals with unaffected individuals who are matched for gender, age, and ethnicity. The strength of this approach is in the identification of common variants with small affect sizes (i.e. a small measure of potency for that particular allele) that contribute to a phenotype. These case-control studies can also be conducted within a single family that has a high number of affected individuals. In this case, the more closely related the individuals, the more genetic material they will have in common. As this increases the difficulty in identifying risk alleles, linkage studies are typically used in place of association studies when investigating with related populations.
Linkage studies utilize this relatedness coefficient as they investigate large sections of DNA that are passed across affected family members and are powered for identifying very rare variants with large-scale effects on the resulting phenotypic function of the individual. By using mathematical algorithms to calculate and control for relatedness, geneticists can determine much of what percent of the concordance can be predicted by relatedness and shared genes. However, this only partially clears the water, as the more closely related you are to another member of your family, the more of your environment you will share. Evidence of epigenetic effects highlights the need to expand our field's concept of environmental effects and underscores the reality that genes do not dictate phenotypic destinies. The study of copy number variation has developed from this understanding. For many genes, each person has a unique number of repeated genetic code that proportionately affects the amount of gene-product (protein) produced. Copy number variation is not a mutation, but a common contributor to traits that operate on a continuum of expression.
Across species, the translation of genes implicated in social behavior is influenced by such factors as social status, stressful events, maternal care, nutrition, hormones, and pheromones [4•, 28] . Similarly, genotypic variations associated with human cognitive development exhibit differential responses to environmental variables such as breast feeding, maltreatment, drug exposure, and low birth weight [29, 30] . Environmental influences play an enormous role in quantitative traits that vary from affected individual to affected individual. Most scientists now recognize that the majority of complex diseases are not caused by single genes with high penetrance and largescale deleterious effects on the gene product. Typically, a single gene is not sufficient to produce the associated disease/disorder phenotypes. More commonly, large networks of genes operate together, many times without known mutations but with common variants found in unaffected individuals, which when combined with environmental triggers are sufficient to alter phenotypes.
Once candidate regions of DNA have been recognized through methods of association, linkage, or copy number variant (CNV) analysis, animal models are employed to solidify the phenotype-genotype relationship. Animal studies are particularly useful as we can control animal behavior in ways that we cannot in humans. We can utilize the accessibility and manipulability of animals that share genetic constellations with our own species to pinpoint certain genetically driven behaviors. Classically, the first association between a single gene and behavior was found in 1915 by Sturtevant, who saw that a mutation in the common fruit fly altered eye color and affected the mating behavior. Genes responsible for albino mice also result in less active and more cautious demeanor in open areas. These allelic associations, while outwardly appearing to be directly related, are being regulated by the environment. As eye pigment changes, so does the amount of light stimulation able to enter into the visual cortex. Altered stimulation and experiences of the same environment results in different behaviors and responses to that environment. The cause and effect diagram is no longer linear.
With many speech and language behaviors unable to be tested on animals, we instead search for probable candidates in humans. Like the word implies, scientists look for likely suspects with known alternations in functioning that have the potential to mitigate speech and language production. One of the most famous candidate genes thought to be responsible for SLI in a single family was FOXP2 identified in the KE family [20] . Located on the q arm of chromosome 7, FOXP2 is a brain-expressed transcription factor that affects brain development [31] . While further investigations of this early candidate have revealed its importance along the evolutionary timeline of language and communication [32, 33] , it has not been shown to be responsible for the majority of individuals with SLI [34] . Other candidates have since been found (see Table 1 below), such as CNTNAP2, a gene also associated with autism [35] . More recently, SLI1 a region on chromosome 16 containing genes ATP2C2 and CMIP (also linked to autism [36] ) and SLI2 on 19 [37, 38] were identified. DYX8, a region on chromosome 1 that demonstrates pleiotropy for SSD and dyslexia [39] along with aromatase (CYP19A1) located on chromosome 15 have been implicated. CYP12A1 is particularly interesting as it regulates estrogen synthesis in specific brain areas. It is related to synaptic plasticity and axonal growth [40] . Dyslexia, a disorder that commonly presents comorbidly with SLI and SSD [41] , has been associated with ROBO1 and ROBO2 located on chromosome 3. These genes guide axons and influence neuronal axon growth. They were identified in a group of people with dyslexia in Finland [42] . KIAA0319, TTRAP, and DCDC2, all located on chromosome 6, disrupt neuronal migration and were identified in individuals with dyslexia by numerous research groups [43] [44] [45] .
Finding candidate genes for speech and language disorders is an important step in the discovery process. However, as we have highlighted earlier, genes are not phenotypes. Genes are embedded within complex causal webs that extend outside the nucleus and beyond any individual organism.
Conclusions: Future Directions
Convergent findings across methodologies, emerging evidence of epigenetic effects, and implementation of a developmental systems framework offer at least four implications for future work. First, we need to broaden our view of environmental effects and recognize that such factors are not easily delineated from genetic proclivities. A recent review of 1,305 abstracts published in American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) journals between 2003 and 2013 revealed 233 studies that directly addressed causal influences on child language development. Of those, 88 % (192/233) focused on linguistic input and general family/caregiver descriptors such as SES [46• ]. Very few studies, only 5 % (12/ 233), examined such factors as nutrition, toxin exposure, stress, and hormones on child language development, even though we know from work in other fields that such factors are prominent in influencing child development. As an example, a study by Caspi et al. [30] found that the influence of early diet on the IQ of children was moderated by children's genotype. Specifically, early breast feeding was associated with a higher mean IQ of approximately 6 points for children with one particular allele. For children without that particular allele, early breast feeding was not associated with IQ differences. Such influences are just beginning to be explored in relation to developmental speech-language disorders (e.g., Mahurin-Smith and Abrose [47•] ). Second, we need to move away from single gene models of development speech-language disorders and toward common variant models of quantitative trait loci. If we use autism as an example: current sequencing studies are suggesting hundreds of genes (likely >250) to be associated with the disorder. These are genes that a majority of the unaffected population also carry, with individualized mutations and CNVs (Kraft, unpublished ongoing work). These are 'normal' and highly prevalent genetic variations operating in concert with each other, and, with the right degree of expression and distinctive cellular interaction, result in the social communication disorder that we recognize as autism. With this many players, one can imagine the nearly endless number of combinations possible to potentially result in the behavioral phenotype of autism. It makes sense that it is recognized and described as a spectrum disorder with behaviors that range from very mild to very severe. As of 2012, Linkage, GWAS, CNV, genomewide CNV, and expression profile studies have compiled more than 2,193 candidate genes, 4,544 CNVs, and 158 linkage regions associated with autism [48•] , all waiting to be replicated. When attempting to gain enough power to achieve replicable findings, the study size, homogeneity of the participant profiles, and the endless environmental interactions and modifications of DNA point to an ever-moving target -or approximately 250 targets. The standard approaches just cannot capture the behavior of these common variants.
Third, we need to move beyond the traditional dichotomy of genetic versus environmental effects to embrace full and complex webs of causal influences, including epigenetic effects. Studying such effects is likely to include new techniques and approaches as well as the combination of traditional methods. We most often look to advancements made in psychiatric disorders when contemplating the future of speech and language disorders. In the last 5 years, a method for investigating epigenetic mechanisms of gene expression through transcriptional mechanisms has been proposed using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) in psychiatry [8] . Using brain regions that are congruent in animal models or in postmortem human brains, researchers are able to detect the level of activation or inactivation of a given gene in that region [49, 8] . Using a combination of methods, Gregory et al. [9] utilized CNV and gene-expression analysis to examine the role of the oxytocin signaling pathway in autism. The authors identified a heterozygous deletion of the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) in an individual with autism and his mother (who did not have autism but possible obsessive-compulsive disorder [OCD] ). The subject's brother with autism did not have the same deletion but appeared to have increased methylation of the gene in comparison with his father (who did not have autism). The authors also found converging evidence of 'hypermethylated' OXTR in group comparisons of individuals with autism compared with controls, using both peripheral blood cells and postmortem samples from the temporal cortex. Together, these results implicated the OXTR signaling pathway in the etiology of autism, including potential epigenetic differences in regulation. In sum, converging evidence across methodologies, paired with new techniques for studying gene expression, are likely to lead the way in understanding the underlying causal mechanisms for developmental speech and language disorders such as SLI and SSD.
Finally, the complexity of studying causal effects also invites us to re-examine the tendency to dichotomize specific factors, be they genetic or environmental, as positive or negative. In particular, there is a tendency in the literature on disorders to label specific genetic variations as 'bad or incorrect mutations,' presumably because the associated phenotypes are considered undesirable by those doing the research. However, in the grand evolutionary scheme of things, variation can be viewed as the fuel of success, and, at the individual level, the impact of allelic variation often cannot be considered independently from the context in which it is situated [50, 13] . In addition, the same gene may have antagonistic pleiotropic effects. Increasingly, phenotypes traditionally considered as disorders are being embraced as valuable forms of cultural-linguistic diversity [51, 52•] . Similar to genes, environmental influences on child language development, such as the nature of linguistic input, are often discussed as positive or negative, whereas the truth is often more complicated. As an example from animal models, research on maternal care in rats suggests that stressful living conditions are associated with less maternal nurturing behaviors (i.e., licking and grooming), which is thought to lead to more anxious pups through differences in gene expression in the reared offspring [7] . However, of particular interest, such anxiety may in fact be advantageous for the pups in the living conditions to which they were born. Griffiths and Tabery [16• ] capture this essence of socialization when they state "Organisms reproduce themselves by reproducing the context of development." (p. 81). The extent to which a given factor, such as parenting practice, is beneficial is often dependent on the larger environmental context. In sum, such complexity does not mean that certain environments and their associated traits are not going to prove problematic; indeed they likely will. However, taking a complex system approach to such disorders, and by virtue of association their etiology, creates a much broader and more flexible landscape for enacting positive change.
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Glossary
Cell differentiation
The epigenetic process by which the same DNA code is differentially expressed across distinct tissue types, coordinated in large part through control of chromatin structure.
Genetic imprinting
The epigenetic process involving DNA methylation that crosses generations through the germline leading to differential expression of genetic material based on parental heritage (maternal or paternal). In the case of a maternally imprinted gene, the copy inherited from the mother is active while the copy from the father is silenced. In a paternally imprinted gene, the situation is reversed. Pleiotropy
The association of one gene with multiple phenotypic traits that seem unrelated. Antagonistic pleiotropy refers to the reality that a single gene can lead to both beneficial and detrimental phenotypic effects. Reduced penetrance Reference to the fact that an autosomal dominant gene does not produce the associated phenotype in all organisms that carry the gene; 75 % penetrance indicates that 75 % of organisms that carry the gene would be expected to demonstrate the trait of interest. Variable expressivity Variation in the degree to which a genotype is phenotypically expressed across individuals.
X chromosome inactivation
The epigenetic process involving DNA methylation that deactivates one copy of the X chromosome in each cell.
